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In the emergent Anthropocene, the competition for water between humans and ecosystems the colonization and extinction rates of vegetation in the form of a logistic function, and in exchanged between the upper and lower reaches, which are the key co-evolutionary
In this study, we focus our modeling efforts on the mainstream of the Tarim River, i.e., 183 from Aral to Taitema Lake which is divided into 2 modeling units, i.e., the upper reach, from 
273
After the Q outU is determined, natural vegetation water requirement may not be fully met. If 274 this is the case, the annual evapotranspiration of the natural vegetation, i.e. E tU , is given by:
Finally, the annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area, E cU , is
In a similar way as above, the water balance equation of the lower reach is given by: 
Finally, the annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area, E cL , is given by: 
where The terms g RU and m RU represent the impact of available water to the area of irrigated field. 
where, g NU and g N2U represent the colonization and migration rate of the human population.
381 m NU and m N2U represent the mortality and emigration rate. N M represents the maximum of N.
382
It could be assigned depending on the planning arrangement. Similarly, the dynamical equations of the population of the lower reach are,
The descriptions for the dependent relationships and symbols are referred to the 389 Appendix A and Nomenclature. decrease and m R3U will increase with the decrease of V CL . As a result, R IU receives a negative 
550
The resulting model is denoted here as the revised model. The dynamics of the Tarim   551 socio-hydrological system governed by the inclusion of the Equation (25) and using the In both the baseline model and the revised model, the socio-hydrological system reaches 581 a quasi-steady state after 2100. The rate at which the quasi-steady state is reached turned out 582 to be faster than our intuition suggested, which could be ascribed to the absence of inflow play an important role in the system co-evolution.
612
The sensitivity of the parameters in the model is an important approach to identify the 613 critical parameters that affect the performance of the model. In the hydrological sub-system, 614 the crop coefficient of evapotranspiration (k c ) is an important parameter for system behavior.
615
The k c is decreased or increased by 10%, respectively, to assess its effect on the system 616 quasi-steady state and the results are listed in Table 4 and variables. In the ecological sub-system, economic sub-system and social sub-system, the state Table 4 and Table 5 . V CMU and g VU0 have a marked effect on the The dependent relationships of g VL and m VL in Section 3.3 are described by the 679 following equations.
The dependent relationships of g RU and m RU in Section 3.4 are described by the 682 following equations. where, W IRU is irrigation water requirement.
687
The dependent relationships g R2U and m R2U in Section 3.4 are described by the following 688 equations.
where, g R2U0 , m R2U1 , m R2U2 and V CUC are parameters.
691
The dependent relationships of g R3U and m R3U in Section 3.4 are described by the 692 following equations.
where, g R3U0 , m R3U1 , m R3U2 and V CLC are parameters. 
The meanings of symbols are presented in the Nomenclature section.
698
The dependent relationships of g NU and m NU in Section 3.4 are described by the 699 following equations.
where, g NU0 , m NU1 , m NU2 and V CUCNU are parameters. The dependent relationships of g NL , m NL , g N2L , and m N2L in Section 3.4 are described by 707 the following equations.
The meanings of symbols are presented in the Nomenclature section. Upper reach
